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ABSTRACT

Under the background of "New Engineering", college students' innovation ability and engineering practice ability are the core tasks of higher education, and subject competition is an important way to cultivate college students' practical innovation ability. In order to strengthen the innovation and practical ability of students in computer-related majors, this article relies on professional discipline competition activities, through the improvement of the talent training program, integrates discipline competition into the whole process of engineering practice training, and focuses on training through the establishment of a hierarchical and phased discipline competition mechanism Students’ practical and innovative abilities will improve their creativity and overall quality in an all-round way, forming a virtuous circle of “promoting teaching by competition and learning by competition”.
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1. INTRODUCTION

To realize national strategic plans such as "Made in China 2025" and "Internet +", China urgently needs modern engineering talents with diversification, strong innovation ability, professional qualities and humanistic feelings. The national education development "13th Five-Year Plan" clearly pointed out that during the "13th Five-Year Plan" period, the proportion of innovative talents will be further increased, so that students' innovative spirit and practical ability will be significantly enhanced. As the expansion and extension of theoretical teaching and practical teaching, subject competition is one of the important ways to cultivate the ability of analyzing and solving problems, teamwork spirit, and innovation and entrepreneurship. Under the background of new engineering disciplines, research how to rely on engineering practice training to better play the role of subject competition, build innovative practice platforms for students, cultivate students' engineering practice ability, engineering design ability and engineering innovation ability, and form a "competition to promote teaching, The engineering practice system of “promoting learning with competition and integrating teaching and competition” has urgent practical significance.

The Cyberspace Security College of Chengdu University of Information Technology combines its own conditions and professional characteristics, and combines different levels of discipline competitions in the "Engineering Practice" training projects in different semesters, guiding students to find and solve problems by completing competition tasks to improve engineering practice capabilities And innovative thinking. Through years of practice, a multi-level three-dimensional discipline competition system has been established, which not only supports practical teaching, but also greatly enhances the characteristics of professional education.
2. CURRENT STATUS OF SUBJECT COMPETITIONS

2.1. The Current Situation of Subject Competition

Domestic scholars have done many researches on the cultivation of college students' innovative ability. Li Guofeng and others discussed the application of the "Trinity" innovative ability training model based on course teaching, competition projects as the carrier, and technical training as the means in Changsha University. Liu Xiaoyong explored how to build a long-term working mechanism for college students' subject competitions, and form a series, full process and branding of subject competitions. Starting from the training needs of applied talents, Miao Xinxing aims to cultivate practical and innovative ability, and explores the training mode of applied talents oriented by subject competition through the four-year continuous line mechanism. Fan Li proposed to use a multidisciplinary competition platform to promote the reform of practical teaching and promote a new mode of training innovative talents. By introducing subject competitions into typical practical teaching and extracurricular comprehensive practice, Li Ping uses active practice to let students fully experience the concept-design-implementation-operation links in product design, which is more conducive to cultivating students' comprehensive analysis ability, design ability and hands-on ability.

2.2. The Current Problem

Students apply and verify the theoretical knowledge learned in class through practical activities such as subject competitions to improve their comprehensive ability, which is a very meaningful process in itself. However, during the implementation of this process, the following problems were also exposed:

(1) Due to the wide variety of subject competitions, students are blinded in choosing which competitions to participate in;

(2) Subject competitions have high requirements for practice and a wide range of knowledge. The contradiction in how to transform the knowledge learned in class into application ability is highlighted;

(3) The college's lack of organization and management of competitions has resulted in low competition results;

(4) After all, there are few prizes in the competition. How to correctly evaluate and motivate the students who have not won the prize to ensure the continuity and coverage of the competition.

3. CONSTRUCT AN ENGINEERING PRACTICE SYSTEM INTEGRATING DISCIPLINE COMPETITIONS

After years of teaching and competition practice, for the college's network engineering, information security, and Internet of Things engineering, a set of phased and comprehensive engineering practice systems integrating discipline competitions is summarized as follows:

Engineering Practice 1, the implementation semester is in the second half of the freshman semester. Freshmen mainly focus on basic courses, and cultivate students' awareness and interest in competition by participating in the C language programming class competition in the college;

Engineering Practice 2, the implementation semester is in the first half of the sophomore year. Sophomore students already have a certain basic professional knowledge. Under the guidance of the teacher, students in the three majors can participate in the ACM school trial, the information security school trial, and the electronic design school trial to improve their skills for the provincial and national competitions;

Engineering Practice 3, the implementation semester is in the second half of the sophomore year. Through the training of the previous class competition and school competition, students have accumulated experience and professional skills related to the competition, and can organize and participate in the National University Computer Competition, the National University Student Information Security Competition, and the Internet of Things Application Innovation Competition;

Engineering Practice 4, the implementation semester is in the first half of the junior year. After the first two years of engineering practice training, the juniors have relatively complete professional knowledge and competition experience, and can encourage and guide students to form teams across majors and participate in the "Internet+" that requires a high degree of comprehensiveness and innovation. Undergraduate Innovation and Entrepreneurship Competition, "Challenge Cup" National College Students Extracurricular Academic Technology Competition, "Creating Youth" National Undergraduate Entrepreneurship Competition;

Engineering Practice 5, the executive semester is in the second half of the junior year. This is the time when students are about to graduate and look for a job, through school-enterprise cooperation, the business side of the organization of propositions and professional guidance training, customized training to develop students' professional skills, in preparation for the fourth year of internship and employment.
Figure 1 Engineering practice system planning integrating discipline competitions

4. THE INSTITUTIONAL GUARANTEE FOR CONSTRUCTING AN ENGINEERING PRACTICE SYSTEM INTEGRATING DISCIPLINE COMPETITIONS

(1) Establish the responsibility system of class tutors

Professional teachers as undergraduate class tutors are based on the foreign undergraduate tutor system, a new type of teaching management mode that gives full play to the guiding role of professional teachers to college students in daily teaching activities, and actively adapts to the development needs of my country's higher education. Professional teachers are no longer just passing on professional knowledge. While assuming class tutors, they give students targeted guidance in innovative practice, which plays an important role in the development of college students' innovative and entrepreneurial activities. In guiding students to participate in subject competitions, class tutors can help students choose and determine competition topics based on their own majors and research projects they are engaged in. In order to ensure the implementation of the class tutor system, the college takes the number of students' participation in subject competitions and competition results as one of the indicators for the performance evaluation of class tutors.

(2) Establish an innovative credit system

In order to encourage undergraduates to actively participate in science and innovation competitions, guide students to learn independently, exploratory, and practically, improve students' practical ability, enhance students' sense of innovation, and cultivate high-quality innovative talents, the college integrates disciplines into engineering practice training Competition and encourage them through the innovative credit recognition system to ensure the continuity of subject competition. According to school regulations, the grades, categories and competition rankings of subject competitions are used to determine the final scores.

(3) Course practice teaching based on OBE

The teaching process is not only a process for students to master knowledge, but also a process for students to learn to learn, gain experience, inspire creativity, stimulate exploration, and improve their abilities. Drawing lessons from the OBE engineering education philosophy, teachers use project cases to explain theoretical knowledge, and students deepen their understanding of this knowledge through the conception, design, implementation, and operation of the project. In teaching practice, through organizing discussion, students are excited to increase their perceptual knowledge, and their ability to analyze, summarize and summarize. Adopting the OBE teaching mode not only enables students to acquire basic theoretical knowledge, but also enables them to get in touch with engineering practice earlier in the process of applying knowledge to solve problems, and cultivate their practical interest and practical ability.

(4) Constructing a contingent of instructor teachers for college students' subject competitions for school-enterprise collaborative education

In order to solve the problem that the traditional faculty is not suitable for cultivating applied engineering talents, through school-enterprise cooperation to build a faculty team, docking information industry engineering technology, promoting the combination of academic research and industrial technology, and jointly building a teaching team. Relying on the "dual-qualified" teacher team construction method, a number of teachers are arranged to go to the enterprise for further study every year to improve the teaching and research level of dual-qualified teachers. Share high-level talents with well-known companies, and hire outside technical backbones, experts and scholars to undertake some professional courses. Introduce corporate mentors, implement dual-mentor cooperative research and development projects, guide graduation projects, and guide student competition projects.

(5) Improve the reward mechanism for discipline competitions

In order to give full play to the role of the discipline competition reward mechanism, schools not only need to provide material rewards but also spiritual rewards. Set up an appropriate reward mechanism, give credit rewards, bonus rewards, and award-winning points to students who participate in subject competitions and awards, and give instructors to material rewards, title evaluation, and year-end performance evaluation bonus points. Class rewards, mobilize the enthusiasm of participating students and instructors, and encourage
teachers and students to devote themselves to the national subject competition.

5. CONCLUSION

The extensive development and continuous deepening of subject competitions have not only realized the extension and sublimation of practical teaching, cultivated and improved the comprehensive quality and innovation ability of students, improved the quality of teaching and the employment rate of students, and greatly enriched the extracurricular scientific and technological activities of college students, Inspiring students' enthusiasm for scientific and technological creation.

All in all, subject competition is one of the effective ways to cultivate innovative and practical talents in applied undergraduate colleges. The school needs to build and improve the discipline competition management system from various aspects such as reward mechanism and management process according to the actual situation at this stage, so as to promote the development of students and cultivate their practical ability and innovation.
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